
 

 

 

Welcome to Physical Education 

Your course 

You will be studying Physical Education (OCR’s H555 course). Details of the specification and course assessment can 

be found here. 

We encourage you to become familiar with the course specification as soon as you start your course in September.  

Summer bridging work 

Read through carefully to make sure you understand what you are required to hand in. You will need to hand in a 

paper copy of this work during your first lesson in September. 

 

PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS: Mr Hunter will work with you in the induction lesson. 
 
TASK 1: PHYSIOLOGICAL extended response (Suggested time: 1.5 hour to plan, write and review)  – FOR MR 

HUNTER 
 
Using practical examples, explain how the types of bone in the skeleton allow a range of roles to be fulfilled by the 
skeletal system (10 marks) 
 
HINTS: Consider the roles that the skeletal system plays. Consider good examples from sport and exercise for each of 
these. Marry them together with the classifications/types of bone in the body. Link the information and provide a 
paragraph for each role. Link your paragraphs together with connectives. Provide a brief introduction and conclusion. 
A copy of the slides used can be found here 
 

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS: Due to time restrictions, Mr Wilson didn't have contact time 
in the induction, but has set the following induction work. 
 
TASK 2: PSYCHOLOGICAL extended response (Suggested time: 1.5 hours to plan, write and review). Please click 

here for a Loom that goes through the information required and the task in more detail. 
 
Using the classification of movement skills continuums to assist you. Describe the skills found within a named 
sporting activity. Provide specific examples and evaluative comments to support your judgements (10 marks) 

 
SOCIO-CULTURAL ISSUES: Due to time restrictions, Ms Quarrell didn't have contact time 
in the induction, but has set the following induction work. 
 
TASK 3: SOCIO-CULTURAL independent research task and short answer questions (Suggested time: 1.5 hours). 

Please click here for further information and tasks. 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234833-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-physical-education-h555.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PSASSE-zPq-A3y7O6tu6zDPHdgxklC6P/view?usp=sharing
https://www.loom.com/share/ac7a1da4ef5c45f59bb33c6cc97deb52?sid=a38c933b-678d-43ac-978b-839117e709dd
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sa69CAD0PSzaHqruk-nzIJORH0qBZeer/view?usp=sharing

